SHIONOE ONSENKYOU (Takamatu) No,1

Area Sheet

エリアシート

Shione Hotsprings

KAG-area004
塩江温泉郷

Shionoe Tourism Association
http://shionoe.jp/

Hot springs surrounded by a rice natural environment

This is a hotspring town that is located on the border with Tokushima Prefecture, about 15 minutes from
Takamatsu Airport by car. There are 10 hotels and inns with hotsprings located along the valley. This area is
called the Shionoe Road and has landscape that recalls the old days, and tells of the long and prosperous
history of hotsprings. It is said that about 1,300 years ago the famous monk Gyoki found the hot water and
started the Shionoe hotsprings. Kukai, the founder of Shingen-shu sect of Buddhism, trained here, and the
tradition of treating sickness in the hotsprings spread. The spring water is hydrogen sulfate, and the softness
of the water can be felt from the skin all the way into the core of the body. In addition to the hotsprings, there
are waterfalls and streams. The spring cherry blossoms and the autumn foliage make this a place to take in
the natural beauty of the four seasons.
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Way Station Shione

Located at the entrance to the Shionoe
Hotsprings Town, the nearby Tourism
Products Center sells fresh vegetables and
plants produced with highland farming
methods. The soft-serve ice cream from the
Fujikawa Farm next door is also very popular.
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390-21 Yasuhara Kamihigashi, Shionoe,
Takamatsu
TEL. 087-893-1378
8:00 - 18:00 (During March-October, open
until 17:00)
Tuesday (if Tuesday falls on a public holiday, closed
the following day), December 31 - January 2

The spring of Gyoki

This hotspring is located next to the Way
Station Shione and can be visited in a daytrip. The private baths can be used by family
and groups, and are popular with guests. The
Gyoki Soba restaurant next door serves
Japanese soba.

37-1 Yasuhara Kamihigashi, Shionoe,
Takamatsu
TEL. 087-893-1126
9:00 - 22:00
First and third Monday of the month
Adults 470 JPY, Children 240 JPY,
Elementary and Middle School Students free,
seniors over 60 360 JPY

（公社）香川県観光協会
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Hot springs surrounded by a rice natural environment
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Hotel Second Stage

At this accommodation guests can
experience agriculture in the rich natural
environemtn and interact with local people. It
is said that the natural spring at the hotel is
good for beautiful skin and recovering from
fatigue.
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1118-8 Otsu Kaminishi, Shione-cho,
Takamatsu
087-893-1100
Check-in 15:00
Check-out 10:00

Shinkabakawa Kanko Hotel

The ample and high quality water makes this
spring the pride of the hotel. Spend a
luxurious time in the comfortable outdoor
hotsprings, and feel the wind blowing through
as you soak in the hot water.

1-6 Shionoe-cho, Takamatsu
087-893-1200
Check-in 15:00
Check-out 10:00

（公社）香川県観光協会

